
                                                         2014 NFL Draft:  5
th
 Round/Free Agent 

Saunders                       Jalen                                                              University of Oklahoma WR 
 

Last Name                        First Name                                                                 College                             Position                    Final Grade 

5-9                                    157                                                                               N.A. 

Height                             Weight                                                                         40 speed                                                              Test Score 

ATHLETIC ABILITY                            SECTION GRADE:                                    2A                                                     

Q.A.B                              

Quick Feet                      

C.O.D.                            

Flexibility                       

Coordination                  

 

Saunders has shown the ability to make the catch, gather himself, and extend the ball over the goalline.  

He is able to lay out for passes and make the catch while reaching back for the ball.   

COMPETITIVENESS                            SECTION GRADE:                                    2A 

Toughness                       

Clutch Play 

Production 

Consistency 

Team Player 

Pride / Quit 

 

Saunders improved his production this season from his Jr season at Oklahoma.  He became a team 

leader vocally on the field and on the sideline, his punt return touchdowns willed the team to much 

needed victories. 

MENTAL ALERTNESS                             SECTION GRADE:                           N.A. 

Learn / Retain 

Inst/Reaction 

Concentration 

 

                                          N.A. 

STRENGTH / EXPLOSION                             SECTION GRADE:                            B 

Body Type  

His size is his biggest question concerning durability.  It is yet to be seen if the average NFL defender 

will physically dominate him.  In college he was able to run away from most collegiate defenders to 

gain separation.  Larger corners will deter his break off the LOS.  His size will dictate him to play off 

the line as either a slot or flanker. 

 

Durability 

Explosion 

Play Strength 



 

 

 

GDE        CATEGORY               COMMENTS DESCRIPTION                 GAMES VIEWED                 COMBINE NOTES 

AA Hands Few drops  

Kansas State 

Oklahoma State 

Alabama 

 

 

225 REPS            N.A. 

VERTICAL JUMP     N.A. 

BROAD JUMP  N.A. 

20 SHUTTLE    N.A. 

60 SHUTTLE   N.A. 

3 CONE              N.A. 

 

 Initial Quicks  

3A Clean Release. Plays in the slot 

B Release VS Jam Not physical enough 

AA Patterns  

A ADJUST TO BALL Can not fight through defense 

3A R.A.C Very elusive with break away speed 

3A Deep Threat Has good speed to separate himself  

3A Hand Eye Coor.   CRITICAL FACTORS 

AA Blocking  SIZE =  B                                             ATH. ABILITY = 3A 

HANDS  =    3A                                   COMPETES = 3A 

PLAY SPEED   = 3A                            
3A Return Ability  

3A FUMBLE / ERRORS  

STRONG POINTS WEAKNESSES 

Saunders is a very elusive punt returner which has proved to be the 

spark for the Oklahoma offense.  His speed allows him to gain 

separation from the defender but is more suited to play in Wes 

Welker type slot receiver position. 

Saunders is an under sized player who may not hold up to the 

punishing tackles by larger defensive players.  His physical size 

may limit him to a special team’s returner instead of an every 

down slot receiver. 

SUMMARY 

 

Saunders is very athletic and has big play potential on special teams.  His size may be a factor when considering his durability, whether 

he is able to take the big hits on a constant weekly basis.  He has proven at Oklahoma that he is a weapon that is able to get open and 

make the big return to spark the offense.  He can get separation and help move the chains, in a hurry up type of offensive scheme, 

Saunders will make a difference.   

 



 

 

 

 

 


